show off

YOUR LOGO
with great tastes

Branded water
Branded water is our speciality. In cooperation with Aqua d’Or, part of
the Danone Group, we offer some of the most attractive and flexible
solutions on the market.

If you want the best price
– Order your branded water well
in advance. We batch-produce
our logo water every fourth week
(in Penta and Petit bottles). Ask
for our Best Price production
schedule.

If it’s a rush job – We can design,
print and label the D’Lux bottle on
all our varieties in just 48 hours.
We also offer production times of
5, 10 and 15 working days.

If you want just a few logo water
bottles – Our flexible production
means we can offer orders as
small as a quarter pallet. The
number of bottles depends on
the bottle type – 240 units of
Prima 500ml, for example.

If you want an exclusive water –
Design and print of metallic labels
is our speciality. A beautiful,
style-safe solution. Metallic labels
can be tinted in all colours and
metallic labels are available on all
our bottles.

If you want the minimalistic look
– We recommend our clear label,
invisible on the bottle. Your logo
stands out naturally and cleanly
against the water as background.
Transparent labels are available
on all our bottles.

If you want extra impact – Wrap
your message around the whole
bottle (sleeve) for a unique and
eye-catching effect. Sleeves
are available on Petit and Plenty
bottles.

We offer still, sparkling and citrus.

Prima

500ml bottle

Penta

500ml bottle

Petit

300ml bottle

Plenty
550ml bottle

Water pouch
with your message

Energy drinks
with your message

Boost your marketing with an energy drink. The
cans contain 250 ml and you can choose between
sugar-added and sugar-free energy drink. Your
design covers the whole can (excluding product
information). Order from 288 pcs.

Pastilles

with your message
A box of pastilles is the perfect multi-surface
medium for your message. Boxes last for longer,
and every time a customer takes a pastille, they
see your message. Your design is printed over the
entire surface. Order from 510 pcs.

New, sustainable branding. Water pouches
mean minimum packaging and resource
use. The pouches are easy to handle and
easy to drink from. Perfect for the sports
and open-air sector. Your message is printed on the front (107 x 53 mm).
No bottle deposit!
Order from 1,200 pcs.

Need to go undercover?

Bottle with your branding across the full sleeve.

Coffee

with your message
200 grams of ground coffee blended from
specially selected and organic highland
coffees from South and Central America.
100% Arabica coffee blend. Medium roast
with a pleasant and mellow aroma. Fairtrade certified ingredients. Your design is
printed in full colours (CMYK) on the label.
Order from 72 pcs.

Sweets and chocolate
with your message

Twists

Canister

D’lux wrapping

Traditional twisted foil-wrap with
sweets. Your design is printed over
the whole foil (white) in up to 4
colours (Pantone). Choose from our
range of traditional sweets below.
Order from 10 kg.

Exclusive transparent canisters with
our traditional sweets or chocolate
balls. Your design is printed on the
label in full colours (CMYK). Order
from 50 cans.

Traditional sweets or chocolate to
display your logo beautifully. Your
design is printed on the entire foil
in up to four colours (Pantone).
Choose between white, metallic or
transparent foil. Order from 10 kg.

Snack cups
with your message

Smart little cups with your design
on the entire lid (75 mm). Delicious
varieties of sweets, chocolate, snacks
and nuts that carry your marketing
message. Order from 100 pcs.

Crisps

with your message
Smart metallic bags 130x180 mm
with your design on the entire surface. Many crisp flavours to choose
from. Order from 1,000 pcs.

Waste management in focus!

Water pouch
with your message

Our water pouches are highly recyclable and
promote a more eco-friendly marketing soloution. Perfect for outdoor events, such as open-air
festival or sport events. Order from 1,200 pcs.
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To show off your logo
with great tastes is only
a phone call away!
Let us help you to find the products
best suited for your marketing.
Our graphic designers can assist in
creating a tastefull layout.

